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    ‘The inspiration behind the stroller 
comes from the ‘egg’, which is of course 
       richly symbolic, connoting birth, 
   warmth, shelter and sustenance.’

LOVE /01
From the moment your baby is born, the urge to love, nurture and protect comes from 

At egg we understand these feelings, which is why the egg stroller has been designed in 
the UK with the up-most care and attention to detail.

The inspiration behind the stroller comes from the ‘egg’, which is of course richly symbol-
ic, connoting birth, warmth, shelter and sustenance.

With its soft touch fabrics, smooth curves and continuous lines, the egg stroller exudes 
style and class. These fabulous looks go hand-in-hand with outstanding engineering, cre-
ating the perfect ride for baby and ultimate ease of use for you.

Browse our brochure and fall in love with the egg stroller...
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    ‘At egg we recommend your baby is in a 

 to aid organ and spinal development’

FUNCTIONALITY /02
either parent or forward facing. Parent facing is perfect for interacting with your baby in 

your growing child explore and experience the big wide world.
Tested to carry up to a maximum weight of 25kgs the egg stroller also comes with a 24 
month warranty (see page 41).

engineered for comfort, superior handling and added durability.

The one-hand fold chassis is compact and free-standing when folded, it features all-

overnight sleeping and comes complete with padded liner and mattress. At egg we 

spinal development.
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At egg, our commitment to you is to equip this 
premium product with the best in quality tyres. 
Featuring Tru-Ride Technology®, these PU Polymer 
tyres have been engineered to offer comfort and 
durability.     
Tyres last three times longer than more commonly 
used EVA, offer superior handling and give a 
smoother ride for you and your child.

FUNCTIONALITY /02

01. Three-position recline 
parent facing seat unit to 
suit your growing child.

04. Three-position recline 
forward facing seat unit.

02.  Five position handle 
adjustment for your 
comfort.

position aids baby’s 
organ and spinal 
development.

03.  Five position calf 
adjustment for you child’s 
comfort.

06. Car seat adaptors 
enable you to add a Group 
0+ Infant Carrier Car Seat. 
Shown above with the 
Kiddy Evoluna i-Size.
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FUNCTIONALITY /02

‘The egg stroller comes complete with a 
          raincover, insect net which is attached
   and stored underneath the calf support, 
   and a seat apron.’

At a glance guide to the egg stroller functionality.
01. Large protective hood with silent adjustment mechanism. 
02. Five position handle height adjustment.
03. 5-point safety harness with clips to hold the harness open for ease of use. 
04. Removable bumper bar. 
05. Five position calf adjustment. 
06. Concealed storage compartment.
07. Insect net stored under the calf support. 
08. Tru-Ride Technology® tyres.
09. Quick release front and rear wheels. 
10. Large shopping basket.

12. All-around suspension.
13. Three position recline parent and forward facing seat unit tested up to a maximum weight
       of 25kgs. (15kg per seat when in tandem mode). 
14.  Recline simply with one hand.  
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FUNCTIONALITY /02

At a glance guide to the egg carrycot functionality.
01. Large protective hood with silent adjustment mechanism.  
02. Carry handle.
03. Removable apron.
04. Sturdy base.

01.
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05.
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FUNCTIONALITY /02

Add a Group 0+ Infant Carrier Car Seat.

01. Kiddy Evoluna i-Size.

04.Maxi-Cosi Cabrio, 
Maxi-Cosi Mico and 
Maxi-Cosi Citi.

02. Cybex Cloud Q.
(Also compatible with 
Cybex Aton Q in single 
mode only).

05. Recaro Privia.

03. Maxi-Cosi Pebble.
(Also compatible with 
Pebble Plus).

06. Be-Safe iZi Go+.
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Images used are for illustrative purposes only.

Please note that the all the capsules are compatible with the egg stroller adapters, however it is
your responsibility to make sure that the capsule complies with the standard requirements for 
the country it is to be used in.



FUNCTIONALITY /02

The egg Tandem.
With the addition of a tandem adaptor kit the egg stroller can be converted into a tandem 
stroller. To convert into a tandem you need to purchase a lower tandem seat unit and a 
pair of tandem adaptors. It can also be purchased from the outset for twins.

01. Upper forward facing 
seat unit, lower tandem 
seat unit.

04. Upper forward facing 
seat unit, lower carrycot.

02. Tandem carrycots.

05. Lower forward facing 
tandem seat unit, upper 
Group 0+ infant carrier car 
seat. Shown above with the 
Kiddy Evoluna i-Size.

03. Tandem Group 0+ 
infant carrier car seats.
Shown above with the 
Kiddy Evoluna i-Size.

06. Lower carrycot, upper 
Group 0+ infant carrier car 
seat. Shown above with the 
Kiddy Evoluna i-Size.

‘The egg stroller can be 
    converted to a tandem very 
simply with the addition  
    of a tandem adaptor kit.’
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           ‘Fabrics have been styled beautifully 
 in the UK to give the egg it’s 

 smooth curves and continuous lines.’

PERSONAL /03
The egg stroller is available in a selection of sumptuous fabrics to suit you personally. The 
fabrics have been styled beautifully here in the UK to give the egg it’s smooth curves and 
continuous lines which create the iconic ‘egg’ shape.

stroller to suit your personal taste.
The egg stroller comes with a seat unit apron, raincover and insect net.
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These fabrics sit on a range of stunning chassis finishes ensuring you find the right egg



PERSONAL /03

01. Regal Navy

 

Mirror Chassis.
02. P rosecco.
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PERSONAL
 
/03

05.  Espresso,
Black Chassis.
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PERSONAL /03
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SPECIAL EDITION

Special Edition
  Jurassic Black
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01/ Special Edition, carrycot (sold 
separately) in Jurassic Black.

02/ Special Edition, lower tandem seat 
unit (sold separately) in Jurassic Black.

03/ Luxury Leather 
Changing Bag.

04/ Footmu  
(Sold Separately).

05/ Reptile  
e

If you like to stand out from the crowd, the egg Special Edition is the perfect choice
for you. With reptile effect fabrics, the Special Edition is a real head turner. It comes
complete with a apron, insect net and raincover. The carrycot, lower tandem seat unit 
and co-ordinating footmuff aswell as a reptile effect luxury leather changing bag, 
can be purchased separately. Available in Jurassic Black and Jurassic Cream. 
(See page 25 for Jurassic Cream).



PERSONAL /03

Special Edition
  Jurassic Cream

01/ Special Edition, carrycot (sold 
separately) in Jurassic Cream.

02/ Special Edition, lower tandem seat 
unit (sold separately) in Jurassic Cream.
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03/ Luxury Leather 
Changing Bag.

05/ Footmu  

(Sold Separately).
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06/ Reptile  
e

SPECIAL EDITION
If you like to stand out from the crowd, the egg Special Edition is the perfect choice
for you. With reptile effect fabrics, the Special Edition is a real head turner. It comes
complete with a apron, insect net and raincover. The carrycot, lower tandem seat unit 
and co-ordinating footmuff aswell as a reptile effect luxury leather changing bag, 
can be purchased separately. Available in Jurassic Black and Jurassic Cream. 
(See page 23 for Jurassic Black).



    ‘

We aim to deliver a luxury product with 
every last detail having been considered.

’

LUXURY /04
We all love a little luxury in our lives. The egg stroller has been designed in the UK 
with the up-most care and attention to detail. Our designers not only wanted to create 
a stroller with outstanding performance but deliver a luxury product with every last 
detail having been considered. Zip pulls are egg shaped with the egg branding, egg 
is beautifully embossed on the leatherette detail, baseball style stitching is featured 
on the leatherette handle and bumper bar, fabrics are soft and durable, and delicate 
embroidery in carefully selected thread colours compliment the overall style of the 
stroller, carrycot and accessories.
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      ‘Our range of accessories offer 

   and ease of use for you.’

ACCESSORIES 
/05

Step out in style every day with co-ordinating egg accessories. Designed  
in the UK,

 

the accessory range is made from quality fabrics and materials to 
compliment the egg stroller perfectly. From stylish changing bags to essential car 

baby and ease of use for you.
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ACCESSORIES /05 ACCESSORIES /05

       Genuine full grain leather. Tan. egg Cupholder egg Car Seat Adaptors.

egg Carrycot.

position perfect for aiding baby’s organ and spinal development.

egg Changing Bag.
The egg Changing Bag is stylish and practical, made from a soft, durable fabric, or soft, 

stylish egg shaped zip pulls. Inside, the bag features a large main compartment with other 
zipped pockets for smaller items and comes complete with a quality padded changing 
mattress. It has an adjustable strap with shoulder pad and features two straps to attach to 
the handle of the stroller. As with all designer bags, the egg changing bag comes in a dust 
bag to keep it in pristine condition when not in use. 
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 From left to right; Prosecco, Espresso and Regal Navy  

       From left to right; Prosecco, Espresso and Regal Navy  



ACCESSORIES /05 ACCESSORIES /05

       From left to right; Prosecco, Espresso and Regal Navy 

 

Luxury Leather Changing 
Bag. From left to right; Jurassic 
Black, Jurassic Cream.

to right; Jurassic Black, 
Jurassic Cream.

       Carrycot. From left to right; 
Jurassic Black, Jurassic Cream.

        Sahara Tan  

egg Footmu

plush fabric lining for the ultimate comfort for your baby. Suitable for use with a 5 point 
safety harness the footmu ront which is perfect for 
keeping chills out on very cold days.

egg Special Edition Accessories.
The egg Special Edition has many options (Sold seperately) such as a stunning luxury leather 

 

egg Seat Liner.

Choose the seat liner colour to sit perfectly with your stroller fabric colour choice 
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ACCESSORIES /05

 Lower Tandem Seat Unit and Adaptor Cups. From left to right; Prosecco, Espresso and Regal Navy

       Lower Tandem Seat Unit and Adaptor Cups - Jurassic Special Edition. From left to 
      right; Jurassic Black, Jurassic Cream

 Tandem Adaptor Kit.  Lower Car Seat Adaptors.

The egg Tandem.
With the addition of a tandem adaptor kit the egg stroller can be converted into a tandem 
stroller. To convert into a tandem you need to purchase a lower tandem seat unit and a 
pair of tandem adaptors. It can also be purchased from the outset for twins.



      ‘We hope you love the egg just as much as 
we have loved creating it for you.’

TECHNICAL /06
We’ve shown you all of the egg’s stunning looks, explained its outstanding functionality 
and shown you the co-ordinating accessories... the next few pages give you all the 
technical information; weights, dimensions and warranty details. 
We hope you have enjoyed browsing our brochure and you now love the egg just as 
much as we have loved creating it for you!
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TECHNICAL /06 TECHNICAL /06

egg Weights and Dimensions.

STROLLER

CARRYCOT

FOLDED

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS

UNFOLDED

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS

WEIGHT

WEIGHT

FEATURES

FEATURES

 and seat unit - (variable handle height) 13.5kgs 24 months warranty*.

 Chassis without wheels 67 x 23 x 50cms - - Compact fold.

 Seat unit (with hood) - 30 x 27 x 88cm 4kgs Three position recline.

  (at centre) (at centre)  and padded liner.
     Suitable for occasional overnight sleeping.
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TECHNICAL /06

Your egg warranty.
At egg we pride ourselves in manufacturing high quality products with our customers’ 
safety and wellbeing at the forefront of our minds.

Registering your egg product.
Please remember to activate your warranty and register your product, you can do this 
simply by visiting eggstrollera u s t r a l ia.com.au and click on ‘Register your product’ to complete the 
registration online.

Your warranty policy.
At egg, we guarantee your product has been manufactured in accordance with all 
current Australian safety standards which are applicable to this product, and that this 
product is free from defects in workmanship and material at the time of purchase.
During the production process this product has gone through rigorous quality checks. 
Despite our efforts, if this product does show a manufacturing or material defect 
within the 24 months warranty period for the chassis and seat frames and 6 months 
for carrycot, seat fabrics and PVC raincover we will comply to the warranty terms and 
conditions providing the product has been used for normal use as described within the 
instruction manual and it has been serviced and maintained correctly also described 
within the instruction manual.
For further information please contact the place of purchase. Please retain your original 
receipt of purchase safely in the back of this booklet.

Warranty terms.
 Chassis and seat frames: 24 consecutive months.
 Seat fabrics, carrycot, accessories and PVC raincover: 6 consecutive

 months.
 The warranty only applies to the original purchaser and is 

 non-transferable.
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297 Canterbury Rd, Revesby NSW 2212
1300 732 599

         www.eggstrolleraustralia.com.au
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